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Abstract
Cartograms are a popular and useful technique for depicting geo-spatial data. Dorling style and rectangular cartograms are
very good for facilitating comparisons between unit areas. Each unit area is represented by the same shape such as a circle
or rectangle, and the uniformity in shapes facilitates comparative judgment. However, the layout of these more abstract shapes
may also simultaneously reduce the map’s legibility and increase error. When we integrate univariate data into a cartogram,
the recognizability of cartogram may be reduced. There is a trade-off between information recognition and geo-information
accuracy. This is the inspiration behind the work we present. We attempt to increase the map’s recognizability and reduce error
by introducing topological features into the cartographic map. Our goal is to include topological features such as a river in a
Dorling-style or rectangular cartogram to make the visual layout more recognizable, increase map cognition and reduce geo-
spatial error. We believe that compared to the standard Dorling and rectangular style cartogram, adding topological features
provides familiar geo-spatial cues and flexibility to enhance the recognizability of a cartogram.

1. Introduction and Motivation

Cartograms are a very popular and useful technique for depict-
ing geo-spatial data. A cartogram can be defined as, "a technique
for displaying geographic information by resizing a map’s re-
gions according to a statistical parameter in a way that still pre-
serves the map’s recognizability." [CCM15] According to Nusrat
and Kobourov [NK16], cartograms can be categorized into four
types: contiguous, non-contiguous, Dorling and rectangular. Dor-
ling [Dor11] style and rectangular cartograms are very good for
facilitating comparisons between unit areas. Each unit area is rep-
resented by the same shape such as a circle or rectangle, and the
uniformity in shapes facilitates comparative judgment. However,
the layout of these more abstract shapes may also simultaneously
reduce the map’s legibility and increase error. When we integrate
univariate data into a cartogram, the recognizability of cartogram
may be reduced. There is a trade-off between information recog-
nition and geo-information accuracy. This is the inspiration behind
the work we present. We thus attempt to increase the map’s recog-
nizability and reduce error by introducing topological features into
the cartographic map.

In this paper, we use the term topology slightly different from
the traditional sense as with graphs and standard cartograms. In
the context of graphs and cartograms, topology normally refers to
the unit areas as nodes and the edge connections between them as
their topology. In this work, we adapt the notion of topology from
the flow visualization literature [LHZP07]. In flow topology, vec-

Figure 1: A cartogram with the Thames river, featuring a wide push
width, pε and a river width, rε of 10 pixels. Color is mapped to
Coronary heart disease distribution in England.

tor fields are divided up into different regions of flow behavior e.g.
rotating flow versus linear flow. The edges or curves that separate
and connect the different regions of the flow are referred to as the
flow’s topology. Hence, we introduce a (flow-inspired) topological
feature into Dorling style and rectangular cartograms, i.e., a river.
The river separates the unit areas into distinct regions and makes the
cartogram more legible and reduces node layout error. This is anal-
ogous to a separatrix in the flow visualization literature [PVH∗03],
a standard feature in flow topology. A separatrix is a special type
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of streamline that connects two critical points and a curve that no
flow crosses.

Our goal is to include topological geographic features such as a
river in a Dorling-style or rectangular cartogram to make the visual
layout more recognizable, increase map cognition and reduce geo-
spatial error. We believe that compared to the standard Dorling and
rectangular style cartogram, adding topological features provides
familiar geo-spatial cues and flexibility to enhance the recogniz-
ability of a cartogram. For example, the Thames river can be con-
verted to topological feature on a cartogram. The regions on each
side of the river on the real-world map are also often divided by
this topological feature on a traditional map. This helps the user to
locate corresponding region groups near the Thames river easily.

Our contributions include:

1. A new way to define and add real geographic features, such as a
river, as a topological feature to a cartogram.

2. A novel cartographic layout algorithm that preserves a nearby
region node’s topological location with respect to a river.

3. The application of this cartogram design to real-world health-
care data provided by the NHS, England.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
previous related work on cartograms with a special focus on Dor-
ling and rectangular cartograms. Section 3 presents a method for
river definition and describes the layout algorithm and pseudo-code
for cartogram generation. Section 4 presents the results and com-
parison with different traditional cartograms.

2. Related Work

Related work falls into the areas of Dorling and rectangular car-
tograms. Cartograms can display geo-spatial information and an-
other data attributes (such as population or disease prevalence) in
one image. Some very helpful survey papers provide an overview of
geo-spatial visualization e.g. by McNabb and Laramee, and Tong
et al. [ML17, TRR∗18]. Tobler [Tob04], and Nursat and Kobourov
[NK16] survey cartograms. They present the development of value-
by-area cartogram algorithms and comparing their performance in
visualization.

Auber et al. [AHL∗11] propose a layout method based on a geo-
graphic map metaphor, which facilitates the visualization and nav-
igation of a hierarchy and preserves the order of the hierarchy’s
nodes.

Gastner and Newman [GN04] present a diffusion cartogram for
constructing value-by-area cartograms, which provides a valuable
tool for the presentation and analysis of geographic data. Keim et
al. [KNP04] develop a faster algorithm for cartograms. It enables
dynamic data to be displayed with cartogram visualizations. These
two algorithms are categorised as contiguous area cartograms.
Their performance depends on the corresponding value in each
area. If the given data value does not correspond to the area, the
cartogram may be difficult to recognize.

Raisz [Rai34] presents the rectangular cartogram, using rectan-
gles instead of real area shapes. Dorling [Dor11] presents the Dor-
ling cartogram which uses circles instead of geographic area shape,

similar to the modified cartogram we present. They are categorized
as non-continuous area cartograms. They can display statistical in-
formation well, regardless of the original shape of the area, and
preserve relative position. Van Kreveld and Speckmann [vKS07]
present the first algorithm for rectangular cartograms. They for-
malize region adjacencies in order to generate processable layouts
that represent the positions of the geographic regions. They con-
vert a rectangular cartogram to a contiguous area cartogram. Our
modified cartogram does not fall into the category of continuous
cartograms but resembles a cross between rectangular and Dorling
cartograms [NK16].

Heilman et al. [HKPS04] propose a novel visualization tech-
nique for geo-spatial datasets that approximates a rectangular par-
tition of the rectangular display area into a number of map regions
preserving important geo-spatial constraints. They use elongated
rectangles to fill the space whereas we use uniform rectangles to
fill the space such that regions can easily be compared with one
another.

Panse et al. [PSKN06] combine a cartogram-based layout (global
shape) with PixelMaps (local placement), obtaining benefits of both
for improved exploration of dense geo-spatial data sets.

Slingsby et al. [SDW09] explore the effects of selecting alter-
native layouts in hierarchical displays that demonstrate multiple
aspects of large multivariate data sets, including spatial and tem-
poral characteristics. They demonstrate how layouts can be related,
through animated transitions, to reduce the cognitive load associ-
ated with their reconfiguration whilst supporting the exploratory
process. No metric for neighborhood preservation is described in
this work.

Slingsby et al. [SDW10] present rectangular hierarchical car-
tograms for mapping socio-economic data. They present a detailed
map of 1.52 million UK unit postcodes in their spatial hierarchy,
sized by population and coloured by the OAC category that most
closely characterizes the population. However, no algorithm for
preserving geo-spatial information is provided.

Alam et al. [AKV∗15] present a set of seven quantitative mea-
sures (Average Cartographic Error, Maximum Cartographic Error,
Adjacency Error, Angular Orientation Error, Hamming Distance,
Average Aspect Ratio, Polygonal Complexity) to evaluate perfor-
mance of cartograms based on the accuracy of data and its read-
ability. They compare previous cartogram algorithms based on sta-
tistical distortion, geographic distortion and algorithm complexity
and evaluate their performance with respect to different properties.

Eppstein et al. [EvKSS15] introduce a new approach to solve
the association challenge for grid maps by formulating it as a point
set matching problem. They present algorithms to compute such
matchings and perform an experimental comparison that also in-
cludes a previous method to compute a grid map.

Meulemans et al. [MDS∗17] design a comprehensive suite of
metrics that capture properties of the layout used to arrange the
small multiples for comparison (e.g. compactness and alignment)
and the preservation of the original data (e.g. distance, topology and
shape). Their work focuses on geo-spatial information and neigh-
borhood preservation.
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Tong et al. [TML∗17, TRL∗17] develop a Cartographic treemap
to integrate a modified representation of the UK based on the
geo-spatial information of CCG (Clinical commissioning group)
regions combined with a modified treemap to present multivari-
ate NHS data. They also present a metric to analyze the trade-off
between space-filled and geo-spatial accuracy. To the best of our
knowledge, the work we present here is the first of its kind to in-
troduce topological features to Dorling-style and rectangular car-
tograms.

3. Adding Topological Features to Cartograms

This section describes the cartogram construction algorithm start-
ing with an overview. The processing begins with reading the UK
geo-spatial information. In summary the algorithm is:

1. Acquire and input selected river data.
2. Input geo-spatial data for cartogram generation.
3. Define a river approximation and add it to the geo-spatial data

set that the cartogram is based on.
4. Compute unit area (or region) center points: We use the QGIS

[QGI] tool to calculate the center points of each CCG (Clinical
Commissioning Group) region. The center points are the start-
ing positions of the rectangular region nodes.

5. Update node size: We start with a unit square to represent each
CCG region as a node in the cartogram and gradually increase
the size of each node.

6. Update cartographic layout: During the region growing process,
regions may not cross topological features.

7. Test for river intersection. When a region intersects a topological
feature, the layout algorithm returns this region to its previous
position.

8. Remove overlap between nodes.
9. Test boundary conditions.

10. Render the cartogram with features.

Figure 2 shows an overview of the algorithm pipeline.

Figure 2: The processing pipeline for producing a cartogram with topo-
logical features.

3.1. Input River Data

We search for and obtain the Thames river geo-spatial information
from OpenStreetMap [Ope] for river shape, name and type. Then
we use the Overpass Turbo API [API] to build a query based on the
search result and export the Thames river as a shapefile. We then
input the Thames shapefile into QGIS [QGI] described in section
3.2 and combine it with a CCG map, and proceed to river approx-
imation (section 3.3). The geo-spatial information is from a sepa-
rate data source than our cartogram data for this special application
which involves population healthcare prevalence values.

3.2. Input CCG Data

We study open NHS healthcare population data as a case study
for our topology-based cartograms. The UK government collects
yearly diagnoses of region-specific population healthcare data. The
public health profiles website [NHSa] is used for publishing the
latest national healthcare data in England, UK. The data archive is
designed to support GPs, clinical commissioning groups (CCGs),
and local authorities to ensure that they provide and commission
effective and appropriate healthcare services. Typically this data
is displayed using standard line charts, bar charts and pie charts.
The standard visualizations do not usually feature any geo-spatial
information. The dataset consists of 14 Excel files of around 10
Megabytes in total together with a CCG region map containing 209
regions. There are more than 60,000 rows and an average of 100
columns in each file.

Our goal is to visualize this CCG data with cartograms, and make
it more recognizable and reduce layout error by adding topological
features. We use the NHS healthcare data and the NHS healthcare
regions map as input.

3.3. River Definition and Approximation

Our goal is to include a topological geographic feature such as a
river in a dorling-style cartogram to make the visual layout more
recognizable, increase map cognition and reduce geo-spatial er-
ror introduced by the layout procedure. We approximate a river to
match the cartogram style and to simplify testing for edge intersec-
tions (rather than using the original.) At first, a river approximation
can be converted from geographic map positions to topological po-
sitions that separate the CCG regions on either side of the river. Our
process for deriving a river approximation is as follows:

1. We overlay the river shapefile [Ope] and combine it with the
CCG region map [NHSb].

2. We identify the CCG regions on both sides along its full length.
3. For each CCG region adjacent to the river, we couple corre-

sponding CCGs on opposite sides of the river and save matching
pairs of region nodes based on closest centroids. See Figure 3.

4. For each pair of corresponding CCG regions, we connect their
centroids with an edge, e(c1,c2).

5. We add the mid-point of each edge e(c1,c2) as a vertex v(r) on
a polyline representing the river, r(v0, ...,vn).

6. Connect all the derived river vertices, v(r)0,...,v(r)n and add the
river to the cartographic map. See Figures 3 and 4 for an illus-
tration of this process.
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Figure 3: This figure illustrates how we select pairs of CCG regions spanning the Thames from the QGIS file. Showing a subset of the Thames
first shows CCG 08C and 08X on the border. We identify 08C and 08X as a corresponding pair for river definition and approximation. The
river continues between 07Y and 08P, we identify 07Y and 08P as the next pair. If the river flows directly in the middle of one region, such as
08P, a nearby CCG region for this segment of the river is selected. In this case we add 07Y and 08J as a third pair.

Figure 4: This figure illustrates inserting the river polyline on the cartographic map by connecting all the derived river vertices. Green lines
show edges connecting pairs of CCG regions, and the river line is formed by connecting the mid-point of all green lines. The red rectangle
highlights the parts of detail view of Figure 1.

If the river intersects a region’s center point, then we choose
neighbouring regions as a pair to use for river approximation. This
is very rare.

3.4. Compute Region Center Points

To generate a Doring style or rectangular cartogram, we start with
small rectangles to represent each CCG region, and increase the
size of each rectangle until they gradually reach the maximum size
of which the user has control. Initially we input the original CCG
map from NHS website [NHSb] into QGIS [QGI] and use the cen-
troid calculation tool to calculate the center points of each CCG
region. We export the position of center points to a CSV file and
use it as an input to our cartogram as the starting positions of the
rectangular region nodes. Sample center points can be seen in Fig-
ures 3 and 4.

3.5. Update Node Size and Remove Overlap

We start with a unit square to represent each CCG region as a
node in the cartogram and increase the size of each node grad-
ually. During the region growing process, one region may shift

adjacent neighboring regions in order to remove overlap and pre-
serve relative position. We use the fast overlap removal algorithm
[DMS06,DMS07] incrementally for this process. When all regions
reach their maximum size or one of the regions reaches the bound-
ary of map, the cartogram layout stops. In each step we increase
the size of all nodes by 1 pixel (if they have not reached their max-
imum size) to make them grow smoothly and gradually. See Tong
et al. [TRL∗17] for more details of this process.

3.6. Test For River Intersection

We also incorporate a river intersection test algorithm to confirm
that regions do not cross this topological feature. When the size
of each region increases, we connect the current centroid with its
previous centroid. If the connected edge intersects one of the river
edges, we mark this region as an intersecting region. See algorithms
1 and 2. For the intersection test of two edges in Algorithm 1, we
first test whether the bounding box of two segments intersect. If
not, then the two segments do not intersect. Then we use a vector
cross product to test whether two points of one segment are on the
opposite side of the other segment. If they are both true, the two
segments intersect [Eri04].
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Algorithm 1 TestRiverIntersection
Input
CCGList : list of CCG regions
riverEdge: list of river edges
Local Variables
Edge : a line segment connecting current position and previous position of
each CCG region
Output
intersectionList: a list of CCGs that intersect the rivers
1: procedure TESTRIVERINTERSECTION (CCGList , riverEdge)
2: intersectionList
3: for index = 0; index <CCGList.size(); index++ do
4: Line Edge = Line(CCGList.at(index).getPosition(),
5: CCGList.at(index).getPreviousPosition())
6: if TestIntersection ( Edge, riverEdge) == TRUE then
7: intersectionList.append(CCGList.at(index))
8: endIf
9: endFor (index)

10: return intersectionList

Algorithm 2 LayoutNode
Input–
CCGList : list of CCG regions
riverEdge: list of river edges
Local variables
MaxSize : the maximum size of CCG regions set by user
crossing: TRUE if a CCG region crosses river
stalemate: TRUE if a CCG region is placed back in its previous position
reverseDirection: the reverse direction that lead neighboring CCG regions
to stagnation
1: procedure LAYOUTNODE ( CCGList , riverEdge )
2: while CCGList.getMaxSize() < MaxSize do
3: intersectionList = TestRiverIntersection( CCGList, riverEdge )
4: if intersectionList.getSize() > 0 then
5: intersectionList.saveCrossedPositions()
6: intersectionList.setPositions (
7: intersectionList.getPreviousPositions())
8: boolean stalemate = intersectionList.isStalemate ()
9: if stalemate == TRUE then

10: intersectionList.deriveReverseDirections ()
11: // push neighboring CCGs
12: CCGList.counterMovement ()
13: endIf // Stalemate
14: else // No intersections
15: CCGList.setSize ( CCGList.getSize()++ )
16: CCGList.savePreviousPosition()
17: endIf // Intersections
18: RemoveOverlap()
19: UpdateLayout()
20: endWhile

3.7. Topology Preservation Algorithm

After testing river intersection for each region, we select the cross-
ing regions and move them back to their previous position (those
positions are stored because a unit area’s centroid is not allowed
to cross a river edge). This backward transition may cause overlap
between regions, so we rerun the overlap removal algorithm to re-
move overlap. In some cases, a region may shift repeatedly between
the same two positions by the topology preservation algorithm and

Figure 6: This figure illustrates the configuration when a CCG re-
gion (blue) crosses the river and is placed back to its previous posi-
tion (dashed outline). A reverse direction is derived used to push all
neighboring CCG regions (red) in the reverse direction. The reverse
direction is turned into a reverse region by introducing a width, pε.

overlap removal algorithm, which we identify as a stalemate. When
a stalemate occurs, we move the affected region back to its previ-
ous position again, and push all other overlapping regions in the
reverse push region by same amount. Our first attempts at this al-
gorithm used only a reverse push line segment. This alone was not
enough to prevent a stalemate. Thus we introduced a reverse push
region. See Figure 6. The width of the reverse push direction region,
pε, may also be adjusted by user. See Algorithm 2 for a complete
procedural description.

3.8. Test Region Size and Domain Boundaries

We use maximum size as a control for cartogram node size. The
cartogram generation algorithm stops when all the region nodes
reach a maximum size. Nodes are same size when the user chooses
uniform size nodes or the maximum size node when user chooses
unit area size mapped to area population.

The domain boundaries are set to ensure each node does
not move outside the screen. When a region node reaches the
north/south boundaries, it will be shifted to west/east direction
which enables the cartogram generation algorithm to continue.
When a region node reaches west/east boundaries, the algorithm
terminates. This decision is made due to the elongated shape of the
UK in the north/south orientation.

4. Results and Discussion

For a video demonstration of the algorithm and more results, please
see the accompanying video. In this section, we present our car-
tograms with and without topological features. Figure 5 (top) shows
the typical cartogram generated without any topological features.
Figure 5 (middle) presents the output of the cartogram with the
Thames river topology. The reverse pushing width is set to pε =
40 % of a unit region width. Figure 8 shows the cartogram with
Thames river and a larger pushing width pε =100 % of a unit re-
gion width. Figure 5 (bottom) shows the regions that cross the river
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Figure 5: The top shows the basic cartogram without topological features. The middle shows the cartogram with Thames river and a narrow push width,
pε. The bottom shows regions marked with a gray cross are those that cross the Thames river if the topology is not preserved. Color is mapped to Coronary
heart disease distribution in England.
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Figure 7: The figure shows the cartogram with unit area size mapped to
population without (top) and with (middle) the Thames topology feature.
Regions marked with a grey cross are those that cross the Thames river if
the topology is not preserved (bottom). The color is mapped to hypertension
prevalence in England.

topology if no intersection test is performed. In other words, topo-
logically incorrect region nodes.

Also, instead of using uniform size, we can map the size of node
to each regions’ population. Figure 7 (top) shows the standard car-
togram with size mapped to population. Figure 7 (middle) shows
the cartogram with Thames river feature and mapped to popula-
tion. Regions in Figure 7 (bottom) marked with a gray cross are
those that cross the Thames river. If the topology is not preserved.
There are 10 error regions crossing the river in the figure, which are
Oxfordshire, Chiltern, Windsor Ascot & Maidenhead, Hillingdon,

Figure 8: This figure shows the cartogram with Thames river and
a wide pushing width, pε = 100 %. Color is mapped to Coronary
heart disease distribution in England.

Slough, Ealing, Hammersmith Fulham, Hounslow, Richmond and
Wandsworth.

We are using a diverging color map from dark green to dark
red (from Colorbrewer [Col]) to illustrate a user-chosen health care
prevalence from minimum to maximum. In the figures we present,
the color is mapped to coronary heart disease distribution in Eng-
land. Users also can select any healthcare prevalence through a
menu and generate different cartograms. We also enable the user
to select the maximum size of a region to control the trade-off be-
tween space-filled and map accuracy.

We also offer zooming and panning tools that help users to zoom
close-up for details of the cartogram.

To increase the river recognizability, as a user option, we also
present a river width setting, rε. A region is marked as crossing a
river not just when its center point crosses the river polyline, but
when the distance between its center point and any river polyline
segments is less than a user specified distance. See Figure 1. For
a supplementary video showing further results, please see the ac-
companying video.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents cartograms with topological features which in-
crease the recognizability of a cartographic map and reduce layout
error. We convert real geographic information such as a river into a
topological feature on the cartogram using a definition and approx-
imation algorithm. We then implement a Dorling style cartogram
incorporating this topological feature constraint and display CCG
population and healthcare data. Several interactive user options are
available to explore and present the results focusing on different
user requirements for further exploration, analysis and comparison.
Future work includes investigating more topological features, e.g.
including more major rivers, roads and train routes and a in-depth
user feedback study.
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